COMBAT RESOURCE DEPLETION AND
ASSET DEPRECIATION CAUSED BY
OFFSETTING PRODUCTION
GuildOne has deployed offset solutions
in the oil and gas industry for nearly a
decade, evolving with changing industry
and regulatory requirements to become
what is now known as Offset Studio.

PROVEN VALUE SOLUTIONS
GuildOne’s Offset Studio presents a significant, yet often
overlooked opportunity to capitalize on already-owned
assets. The solution is modeled around industry needs and
has evolved to become the leader in its space. GuildOne
welcomes the opportunity to partner with organizations to
help them realize the potential of their asset base.

For more than two decades, GuildOne Inc. (GuildOne) has supplied advanced database solutions and business intelligence to the oil
and gas industry so organizations can better understand and use data to enhance business performance.
Since 2016, GuildOne has invested in the research and development of emerging technologies such as blockchain, machine learning,
and artificial intelligence, culminating in the release of its Royalty Ledger, the first successfully executed commercial network using
blockchain technology to transact an energy smart contract.
A pioneering technology company, GuildOne recently launched the Energy Block Exchange (EBX), a blockchain business network for
energy organizations. EBX is designed as a compatibility zone for the industry to share secure smart contracts, settle payments, and
ensure rights and revenue completion. This application of smart contracts will eliminate disputes between counter-parties by securely
and privately sharing key facts enabling near-instant contract settlement.

CONNECTING BUSINESS TO INFORMATION

For more information or to arrange a demo, contact us at 1 888 796 4249 or info@guild1.com
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Offset Studio is equipped to handle
the most complex scenarios, such as
horizontal wells and spacing units through
the integration of new technology to better
identify and manage opportunities and
optimize revenue potential.
THE POWER TO PREVENT RESOURCE
DEPLETION AND ASSET DEPRECIATION
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THE OFFSET STUDIO ADVANTAGE
Offset Studio identifies offset candidates and facilitates
the analysis of land rights by using rights descriptions in
conjunction with public data to calculate adjacent parcels
of land, and then matching wells on adjacent parcels
of land with rights from the land system to identify and
manage offset opportunities.

OFFSET STUDIO PRESENTS AN OPPORTUNITY THAT SHOULD NOT BE
OVERLOOKED TO SOLVE BUSINESS PROBLEMS THAT CANNOT BE IGNORED
GEOSPATIAL
TECHNOLOGY

IDENTIFY
SPACING UNITS

TRACK REVENUE
OPPORTUNITIES

GIS and mapping accurately
identify all relevant wells, including
offset situations that are specific
to horizontal wells, maximizing
revenue opportunities.

Data and algorithms capture well
spacing unit scenarios in different
jurisdictions.

Automated workflow features
manage the identification and
collection of missing revenue
from beginning to end, ensuring
opportunities are captured.

